In this paper we discuss a method to perform compile-time buffer allocation, allowing efficient buffer sharing among the arcs of a special form of dataflow graphs -known as regular stream flow graphs -commonly used in Digital Signal Processing applications. We relate the buffer sharing problem to that of finding independent sets in weighted circular arc graph. An important difference between the traditional graph coloring/register allocation problem and our buffer sharing problem is that in our problem the aim is to minimize the sum of the weights of the independent sets, rather than the number of independent sets. We present a heuristic algorithm and experiment it on a large number of randomly generated regular dataflow graphs as well as a few DSP applications. It is observed that the heuristic algorithm performs well, reducing the buffer requirement by 14.3% on the average. Also, we observe that buffer requirement achieved by the heuristic algorithm is within 2.1% from the lower bound.
Introduction
In this paper we consider a class of dataflow graphs, called synchronous dataflow graphs [12, 151 or Regular Stream Flow Graphs (RSFGs) [4] , which have been widely accepted as a powerful programming model for Digital Signal Processing (DSP) applications. Nodes of these dataflow graphs represent large-grain tasks and produce (or consume) multiple, sometimes in tens or even in hundreds, of data values per invocation. Each of these tasks represent operations such as an FIR filter, FFT, or bandshifting. The number of data values produced (consumed) by each task is known a priori and is fixed. The term "tokens" is also used to 419 4513 Residency Road Bangalore, 560 025, India rengs@peritus . com refer to the data values proGuced by the nodes. The numbers of data tokens produced by the nodes of the regular dataflow graph are different and hence the firing rates of the nodes may he different. Hence these graphs are also known as multz-rate graphs.
A number of methods have been proposed to obtain compile time schedules for RSFGs or synchronous dataflow graphs [3, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 151 . In this paper,
we discuss a method to perform buffer allocation for the compiled schedules of the RSFG. The method is uniformly applicable to any of the scheduling methods mentioned earlier. In allocating buffers for the arcs of the RSFG we identify arcs, to be more precise lzve ranges of arcs, which can share the same buffer. Two arcs can share the same buffer (i.e. use the same memory space) if their live ranges do nclt overlap. This problem is similar to the traditional register allocation problem El, 21. In traditional register allocation each live range requires a single r-gister. H[owever, in our RSFGs, since multiple data vzlues can be produced by each firing of a node, the bufl'er (or memory) required for an arc is greater than unity. This gives raise l,o a significantly different problem which, to the best of our knowledge, has not yet been studied. Like the traditional regicker allocation problem, buffer allocation problem can also be reduced to the problem of graph coloring. However, in our case, (i) the graph is a czrcular-arc grciph [ 5 ] , and (ii) the nodes of the circular-arc graph have an associated weight equal to the buffer size required for the arc. Hence we call these graphs, weaghted L zrcular-arc graphs. Our aim is to find the sets of nodes (of the graph) which can share the same buffer; that is, find the zndependent sets [5] '. Unlike the traditional graph coloring problem where the objective is to minimize the number of 'See Section 3.1 for a definitbn of independent sets, and weights of the independent sets. independent subsets, our aim is to minimize the sum of the weights of the independent subsets. We propose a simple heuristic algorithm which computes the independent sets. We test our heuristic buffer sharing algorithm on a large number (more than 1000) of randomly generated RSFGs and their compiled schedules. The buffer sharing algorithm reduces the buffer requirement by 14.3% on the average.
The median value for the improvement in memory requirement is 12.97%, while the maximum improvement achieved for some schedule is as high as 57.4%. Lastly we establish a lower bound for the buffer requirement under buffer sharing. We formally establish that this is a loose lower bound. Experimental results show that the buffer requirement achieved by our algorithm deviates from the lower bound by less than 2.1% on the average (arithmetic mean). The median value for this is only 0.7%. Further, in 38.5% of the test cases, our algorithm achieves the lower bound, i.e. it achieves the optimal buffer allocation.
In the following section we present a motivating example. In Section 3, we model the buffer allocation problem using weighted circular-arc graphs and present a heuristic algorithm for buffer sharing. Experimental results are reported in Section 4. Related work and conclusions are presented in Sections 5 and 6.
Background and Motivation
In this section we motivate the buffer allocation problem with the help of an example. Let the execution time of actor b be 2 time units while that of other actors be unity. A schedule for the RSFG is shown in Fig. l(b) where the nodes of the RSFG in a same column fire concurrently. The symbol -b is used in Fig. l(b) to indicate that the execution of actor b is continuing from the previous time step. A repetitive pattern, known as the softwarepipelined schedule can be observed from time step 2 to time step 9. The length of the repetitive pattern is the period of the schedule. Lastly, the schedule shown in Fig. l ( b ) is rate-optimal, since this is the fastest execution rate of the above RSFG, given the above dependence constraints.
Repetitive Schedules for RSFGs

Buffer Allocation
In this paper we consider only the buffer requirements of the repetitive pattern of the schedule. Since the prologue is executed only once, separate buffer allocation can be done for it. In computing the buffer requirements for the arcs of the RSFG, we make the following assumption without any loss of generality. Input tokens remain on the input arc until the activation (firing) is completed and output tokens are produced (all at once) at the end of the firing.
Throughout this paper we assume that a computation is represented by a Regular Stream Flow Graph (RSFG) [4] . As an example, Fig. l(a) shows the RSFG for a spectrum analyzer. Node c which corresponds to ' For brevity, we have scaled the number of tokens produced/consumed by a node in the spectrum analyzer example. However, tasks such as Peak Detector, will consume as many as 256 input samples to produce a single output. In our experiments we used the actual sample size without any scaling.
Next we compute the buffer requirement for each arc of the RSFG using an operation model. This is done by simulating the schedule shown in Fig 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 
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Buffer Sharing
In this section we present an approach to reduce the memory requirement of the RSFGs by allowing buffer sharing. We begin by first defining the live range of an arc. The live range of an arc starts at a point of time when the number of tokens in the associated buffer becomes greater than zero. The live range ends when the number of tokens in the associated buffer becomes zero again. The live range of each arc of the RSFG and the sizes of the associated buffers during the various time steps in the repetitive pattern are shown in Fig 2. If the buffer associated with an arc contains at least one token throughout the repetitive pattern, we say that the live range of the arc spans the repetitive pattern. If the live range of an arc goes across iterations, we represent the live range by means of a circular arc [9] . As an example consider the live range of arc (d, e) which extends from time step 8 to 1.
Finally, in an RSFG, it is possible that an arc may have multiple disjoint live ranges. In this paper, we associate a buffer to each live range rather than to each arc.
From Fig. 2 , one can observe that the live ranges of arc (a,b) do not overlap with that of (b,c). Hence, instead of allocating individual buffer space for these two arcs, they can be allowed to share the same memory space. Further, the same buffer can also be shared by the live ranges of arc (c, d ) and (d, e). Under buffer sharing, the total buffer size allocated for these live ranges is the maximum of the buffer size required for each of them, in this case 4. As another example, the live ranges of (d, f) and (f, b) do not overlap, and hence they can share the same buffer. However, the live range of (e, a) cannot share its buffer with (U, b).
One can identify, for the given schedule (shown in Fig. 1 (b) , the following buffer sharing is possible: Arcs  (a, b), (b, c ) , (c, d ) 
Buffer Sharing using Circular Arc Graph Coloring
In the following subsection First, we relate the buffer sharing problem to finding the independent sets in a (weighted) circular-arc graph. In Section 3.2 we present a heuristic algorithm for the buffer sharing problem. A lower bound of the buffer requirement is established in Section 3.3.
Circular Arc Graphs
The buffer sharing problem can be stated as:
Given an R S F G and a schedule for it, derive a buffer allocation, allowing buffer sharing wherever possible, such that the sum of buffer sizes allocated f o r d l the live ranges is minimized.
From the live ranges of thl. arcs of the RSFG, we derive an interference graph ( : = (V, E, w). A vertex v E V represents a live rang;e, and an edge e E E between two vertices v and U' indicates that the respective live ranges overlap. The function 'iw associates i i weight ~( v ) , equal to the size of the buffer required for the corresponding live range, with vertex D . The interference graph for our motivating example is shown in Fig. 3 . Vertices v l to u7 correspond to the live and (f, b) respectively. The number inside a node represents the weight of that node. The interference graph referred to here conforms to the definition of an interval graph [5] , or more precisely, with the presence of circular live ranges, a circular-arc graph. Henceforth, we use the term 'circular-arc graph' and 'interference graph' interchangeably. Likewise, the terms 'interval' and 'live ranges' are also used interchangeably.
ranges of arcs (a, b) , (b, c) 1 tc, 4 1 (4 e) , (e, a) , (4 Next we define the following terms [5] .
Definition 3.1 A subset S of vertices is a n independent set, if there exists n o edge between any two vertices in S.
Definition 3.2 An independent set is said t o be maximal i f it is not contained in any other independent set.
In our circular-arc graph, {v2,v5} is an independent set while { v l , v2, v3, v4, v7) is a maximal independent set. Now, the buffer sharing problem can be recognized as partitioning the set of vertices V into independent sets VI, Vz, . . . , V,. Since there does not exist an edge between any pair of vertices in an independent set 6 , the vertices in can share their buffers. We define the weight of an independent set to be the maximum of the weights of each vertex in vi. That is
Finally, the objective of the buffer sharing problem is to minimize the total buffer requirement. This is same as minimizing the sum of the weights of the independent sets.
A Heuristic Algorithm for Buffer
Sharing
Our algorithm proceeds by first sorting the vertices of the interference graph in the descending order based on their weights. Starting with the first vertex v (with the maximum weight) in the sorted list we determine the maximal independent set. In determining the maximal independent set, we try to include the nodes with the largest weight. That is, we traverse every other vertex, in the sorted order, to check whether it can be included in the independent set. Once a maximal i'ndependent set is found, we remove these vertices from V. We proceed to find the next maximal independent set in the remaining vertices in a similar way. We continue in this manner, until all vertices in the circulararc graph are included in one of the independent sets. The algorithm is formally described below. Step 3.3.
to the weight of ~( v ) .
Go to Step 3.
[
Step 41 End.
We observe that Algorithm 3.1 is greedy and tries to share buffers for vertices with maximum weight first. This may not always result in an optimal solution.
A Lower Bound for Buffer Requirement
In this section we establish a lower bound for the buffer requirement, of an RSFG under buffer sharing. It is easy to see that whenever two live ranges v1 and 712 overlap, two distinct buffers bl and b2 are needed. The notion of cliques in an undirected graph is helpful in establishing a simple lower bound [5] . Examples of maximal cliques in Fig. 3 are {vl,v5}, {v5, v4, v6}, and (v5, v7}. Thus, nodes of a clique cannot share their buffer space among themselves. Thus the total buffer requirements for the nodes of a clique is equal to the sum of the buffer requirements of the individual nodes in that clique. Hence, the clique that has the maximum buffer requirement governs the lower bound. The following lemma formalizes this. In our motivating example, the clique {vl, v5) has the maximum weight 4 + 3 = 7. We remark that this lower bound is not tight. It can seen that the maximal independent sets { v l , v2, v3, v4}, (v6, v 7 } , (v5) result in the minimum buffer requirement of 8 for the RSFG, while the lower bound is only 7. Lastly, we reemphasize that our objective is minimizing the sum of the weights of the independent sets and not minimizing the number of independent sets. For example we are not interested in the partition, { v l , 712, v3, v6}, (v4, v7}, (v5) having only 3 independent sets, because the sum of the weight of the independent sets is 4 + 2 + 3 = 9.
Experimental Results
In this section we present some experimental results of our buffer sharing algorithm.
In our experimental setup we generate random RSFGs and determine rate-optimal schedules for them as discussed in [6] . We supplement this study with results obtained from a set of DSP algorithms.
We ran the experiments ton more than 1000 randomly generated RSFGs. The buffer sharing algorithm reduced the memory require nent of the schedules in 94.7% (or 947 out of 1000) test cases by 14.3% on the average (arithmetic mean). The median value for the improvement in buffer requirement $achieved by our buffer sharing algorithm is 12 97% while the maximum improvement achieved for s o n e schedule is as much iis 57.4%. In 7 of the 8 DSP applications a reduction in buffer requirement by 16.95% was achieved by our buffer sharing algorithm. Table 1 gives the performance of our buffer sharing algorithm for the various DSP applications.
The buffer sharing algorithm achieves the lower bound, i.e. the optimal solution, in 384 out of 1000 test cases (38.4%). On the average, the heuristic algorithm is within 2.1% from the lower bound. The median for this value is 0.66%. At worst, the heuristic algorithm is 26% from the lower bound; however in more than 85% of the test cases it its only with 5% and in 95% of the test cases it is within 10% from the lower bound.
5
Related Work
Earlier work on regular dataflow networks concentrated on obtaining efficient schedules. Several other scheduling methods, si3me of them are based on the block scheduling method with different objectives, have been proposed by Lee's research group (see e.g. [la, 81) . In [3], algorithms to construct either buffer optimal or maximally concurrent, schedules are reported. Methods to construct rate-optimal schedules have been proposed in [6, 7, 14, 101 .
The work proposed in this paper complements the work reported in earlier literature in the sense that it attempts to minimize the buffer requirements of the constructed schedule by identifying live ranges which can share their buffers. It is important to note that the buffer optimal schedules proposed in [3, 71 do not consider buffer sharing. Hence our buffer sharing algorithm can be applied even to the buffer optimal schedules obtained from these methods [3, 71 and significant reduction in memory requirement can be achieved.
The buffer sharing algorithm considered in this paper closely resembles graph coloring or identifying maximal independent sets in interval graphs [5] . More recently, a number of efficient algorithms for finding maximal independent sets for subclasses of perfect grcsphs have been proposed [ll, 131. Chaitin, et. al., have used interval graph coloring method to solve the register allocation problem in compilers [a] . However, all the above work concentrate on unweighted graphs.
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a method for reducing the buffer requirements of a regular stream flow graph (RSFG). Our approach is to allow sharing of buffers among the arcs whose live ranges do not overlap. Traditionally, this problem has been related to coloring interval graphs. In our case, as sizes of the individual buffers may be greater than unity, the problem reduces to coloring a weighted circulararc graph. To the best of our knowledge, though there exists many solutions for the traditional graph coloring problem, there does not exist any solution when the nodes of the graphs have associated weights.
We have proposed a heuristic algorithm to perform buffer sharing. We have also established a simple lower bound for the memory requirement. The heuristic algorithm was implemented and tested on 1000 randomly generated RSFGs as well as 8 DSP applications. In 95% of the test cases, the buffer sharing reduces the buffer requirement by 14.3% on the average. Our algorithm achieved the lower bound in 38.47% of the test cases. Finally the heuristic algorithm was within 2.1% on the average from the lower bound.
